Disrupted network connectivity in pediatric brain tumor survivors is a signature of injury.
Cognition is compromised in pediatric brain tumor survivors but the neurophysiological basis of this compromise remains unclear. We hypothesized that reduced neural synchronization across brain networks is involved. To test this, we evaluated group differences using a retrospective cohort comparison design between 24 pediatric brain tumor survivors [11.81 ± 3.27)] and 24 age matched healthy children [12.04 ± 3.28)] in functional connectivity within a cerebellar network to examine local effects of the tumor, a whole brain network to examine diffuse effects of treatment (i.e., chemotherapy and radiation), and across multiple intrinsic connectivity networks. Neural activity was recorded during magnetoencephalography scanning while participants were at rest and functional connectivity within networks was measured using the phase lag index. We corroborated our findings using a computational model representing the local tumor effects on neural synchrony. Compared to healthy children, pediatric brain tumor survivors show increased functional connectivity for theta and beta frequency bands within the cerebellar network and increased functional connectivity for the theta band within the whole brain network that again localized to the cerebellum. Computational modeling showed that increased synchrony in the theta bad is observed following local clustering as well as sparse interarea brain connectivity. We also observed increased functional connectivity for the alpha frequency band in the ventral attention network and decreased functional connectivity within the gamma frequency band in the motor network within paedatric brain tumor survivors versus healthy children. Notably, increased gamma functional connectivity within the motor network predicted decreased reaction time on behavioral tasks in pediatric brain tumor survivors. Disrupted network synchrony may be a signature of neurological injury and disease.